
PINE LOG SLAB EDGING

SECTION

Retained Material

PLAN

SQUARE TIMBER EDGINGNOTES

15mm arris to
top of posts.

Weather tops &
treat cuts.

Ø150 treated pine slabs
(nominally 110mm wide) with
N12 galv. bars punched flush
(250mm long).
Treat cuts H4 level or H5 in wet areas.
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Approved soft fall material.

Ø65 subsoil pipe with filter
sock backfilled with free
draining material if required.

2000 max crs.

Subsoil drain
outlet.

Ø65 subsoil pipe with filter
sock backfilled with free
draining material, if required.

Approved soft fall material.
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200mm x 100mm treated pine
boards for posts and edging
2/M12 galv. coach screws with
washers to suit, countersunk
flush. Treat cuts H4 level or H5
in wet areas.

15mm arris to all
exposed edges.
Weather tops &

treat cuts.

SECTION

Subsoil drain
outlet.

PLAN

2000 max crs.
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1.  Soft fall material to council approval .
2.  Top of soft fall edging shall have the same level at all corners and may only be modified with
     prior approval of Council.
3.  All dimensions are in millimetres.
4.  Recycled plastic material may be considered as an alternative to treated timber.

Retained Material

Selected backfill manually compacted
to post surrounds

Selected backfill manually
compacted to post surrounds

5. CCA treated timbers are not to be used for any element of construction shown on this drawing.
    ACQ, Copper Azole, LOSP or another Council approved alternative timber treatment will be
    considered, so long as each individual piece of timber is clearly marked to show the treatment
    type.  In this instance, unless otherwise approved by Council, all above ground or exposed
    timbers shall be clearly marked by burn branding with text a minimum of 15mm in height so as
    to ensure the treatment type can be readily identified for the anticipated life of the timber.
6. H4 level of treatment. H5 in wet areas.
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